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Eve Angstmann OT @eveangstmannOT
Looking forward to tonight’s #OTalk discussing Trauma informed Care hosted by @Murphlemurph !  Definitely an area I want to explore further and educate myself on
to incorporate it into future practice

York St John OT Society @YSJOTSOC
Have you heard of #OTalk ? It’s a weekly discussion here on Twitter, exploring different topics/ questions each session. Join tonight at 8pm (whether to contribute or just
follow the threads!) where the discussion topic is Trauma Informed Care! !

#OTalk @OTalk_
Ok it’s @OT_rach on the account tonight this is your 10 min warning for tonight’s chat with @Murphlemurph on the topic of trauma informed care #otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @eveangstmannOT: Looking forward to tonight’s #OTalk discussing Trauma informed Care hosted by @Murphlemurph !  Definitely an area I want…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @YSJOTSOC: Have you heard of #OTalk ? It’s a weekly discussion here on Twitter, exploring different topics/ questions each session. Join…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
Just remembered that it's Tuesday and almost time for #OTalk!

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Ok it’s @OT_rach on the account tonight this is your 10 min warning for tonight’s chat with @Murphlemurph on the topic of traum…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Hello everyone so pleased your could join us tonight, this is @OT_rach on the account tonight give us a wave, shout, or whatever to let everyone know your here 
https://t.co/N2cilDTJqK

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Hello everyone so pleased your could join us tonight, this is @OT_rach on the account tonight give us a wave, shout, or whatev…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Now remember to be respectful and abide by your code of conduct! #otalk https://t.co/VDCAGBKLmT

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Hello! #  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
hello! #otalk https://t.co/njCMbEz0sT

Sherlyn $ ⭐  @sherlynmelody
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Heeeeyyyyy Lady # # # # ❤ ❤  #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Most of all remember the hashtag in all your tweets or you will end up on the naughty step. #otalk https://t.co/zzELwIx4hT

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph

#OTalk Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #OTalk  hashtag.

Tue, August 10th 2021, 7:00PM  – Fri, August 13th 2021, 4:15PM  (Europe/London).
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@AMSloman @OTalk_ @OT_rach Hi all! :) #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Most of all remember the hashtag in all your tweets or you will end up on the naughty step. #otalk https://t.co/zzELwIx4hT

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@OTalk_ @OT_rach #OTalk not a good start

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ haha! And with a dunce cap! #otalk https://t.co/I2NUb1QKeb

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Hi all '  I'm here and very interested, but also doing life admin so might not engage all that much #OTalk

Ben Kirkwood  @OT_BenK
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Hey! (  #otalk

Ellen Wainberg @ot_ellen
Evening all! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ @OT_rach I am wagging my finger! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Tonight we are talking Trauma informed care, please be mindful that is may be trigging for some, if you need a break or support that what I’m here for #otalk
https://t.co/1hAKRFbQ5f

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Murphlemurph @charfrenchOT @OT_rach Lol #otalk

Sherlyn $ ⭐  @sherlynmelody
@OTalk_ I was not going to join/lurk tonight. I just saw @OT_rach and thought I’d send some LOVE ❤  #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OTalk_ Ahh my organisation only goes so far #otalk https://t.co/j663Q5AGLx

#OTalk @OTalk_
So @Murphlemurph it’s over to you to start the conversation! #otalk https://t.co/8V6ZBVp4zU

Adnan @Adnan_786T
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Got accepted in to occupational therapy today )  #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Q1. The impact of trauma is far reaching. What is your understanding of trauma, systemic trauma and trauma informed care? how does it manifest in the people whom
you come into contact with in your daily practice? #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Tonight we are talking Trauma informed care, please be mindful that is may be trigging for some, if you need a break or suppo…

Deborah Harrison * !  @DebbiiHarrison
@BillWongOT That’s quite an entrance to #OTalk tonight Bill + ,

#OTalk @OTalk_
@sherlynmelody @OT_rach Awwww. #otalk https://t.co/xFfQDeLhmH

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@DebbiiHarrison @BillWongOT Love it! - -  #OTalk
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Deborah Harrison * !  @DebbiiHarrison
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Good evening Rach & everyone. I’m joining #OTalk to listen & learn !

Sherlyn $ ⭐  @sherlynmelody
@BillWongOT Yes @BillWongOT booooom here he comes - .  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RebeccaCus Its only a little step, and very often very full So it would be uncomfortable. #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph #otalk 1) I have personal experience of trauma which I’m glad to say I’ve /mostly/ recovered from. I work in acute mental health inpatient mixed gender
ward (what a mouthful!) so I see lots of people who have trauma histories.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1 #otalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph #OTalk my understanding is that trauma is an result of physical or emotional harm which an individual has experienced in the past tense which impacts
on daily functioning or performance in the present and future

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@RebeccaCus Thanks for sharing Rebecca. The discussions around Trauma informed care (TIC) suggest we should assume trauma in our staff group too, & services
should be designed to support us accordingly #Otalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ The KUF training helped develop my understanding, I see it as being aware of how trauma (eg. Physical abuse, neglect and emotional abuse) impacts an
individuals development. #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph Trauma is an outcome of significant life event/experience which causes distress or harm and has an effect on mental health and well-being. Examples
seen in practice is systemic neglect, adverse life experiences such as abuse, family disruption, injustice and imprisonment #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph A1. The trauma I received were mainly from my childhood. Hazing from boys in my primary school in Hong Kong (sarcasm about my arts and crafts
skills). Then, girls didn't know how to react when I had episodes of sweaty palms. #otalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph #OTalk a lot of individuals I work with in the eating disorder service have experienced trauma which has contributed towards the manifestation of their
eating disorder. One example of this would be certain food groups as triggers or association of trauma

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph #otalk the impact is (understably) wide reaching across their life span. Many have experienced the loss of control/autonomy in their trauma experience.
Now put them in a situation where MAPPA holds and seclusion when they have a trauma-based/learnt response.

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Murphlemurph trauma = severe psychological distress caused by frightening or stressful experiences. I see it all the time as I work with autistic children - may manifest
in school related anxiety, self injurious behaviours, withdrawn, and many more. #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph I see trauma as a particular event, but also developmental trauma which could be a range of different things experienced in childhood #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph My understanding: historic or recent event(s) that have a negative impact on the person's well-being. This can also be iatrogenic. I see it in my client
group in distrust of services, difficulty engaging at first, and can show up in many ways such as substance misuse #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Adnan_786T @OT_rach Wow!! Which uni? #otalk
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Ben Kirkwood  @OT_BenK
@Murphlemurph I work in high secure services with men. A lot of them have experience all types of traumas and this can affect thier daily living due to past experiences
#otalk

Alannah Marie /  She/her @Alannah_OT
@Murphlemurph 1. I work in acute mental health, mainly on a women’s ward and I would say the majority of them have experienced trauma and it manifests itself into
how they experience life and their mental health #Otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@BillWongOT Sorry to hear you went through that Bill #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph I looked up some things on trauma informed care as part of my Msc research, it was really inconsistent what this meant, but generally my preferred way
of understanding was through 'PACE' and DDP principles #OTalk

Adnan @Adnan_786T
@OTalk_ @OT_rach @Hudds_Uni_OT 0  #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph I know that my trauma with girls during 6th-8th grade lasted a long time... until I started OT school in the USA in my mid 20's. It took a lot of positive
relationships during my OT career with women that I became comfortable with them again. #otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph It manifests into impaired ability to perform occupations due to low self-efficacy, avoidance of social situations, decreased interest and/or engagement in
activities such as substance use and crime. #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@OTalk_ @OT_rach I'm here too :) #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph It manifests into impaired ability to perform occupations due to low self-efficacy, avoidance of social sit…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RebeccaCus .  #otalk

Alannah Marie /  She/her @Alannah_OT
@Murphlemurph 2. I guess my approach to trauma informed care is responding to traumatic experiences compassionately and empowering them to take back and
rebuild that sense of control and meaning in their lives by providing a space that feels emotionally and psychology safe.#Otalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph It manifests into impaired ability to perform occupations due to low self-efficacy, avoidance of social sit…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Smalls_OT @OT_rach Welcome #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OTalk_ Not again! #otalk https://t.co/xAvE8MW0Mj

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT The principles are consistent but they have to be applied to a specific context, so it will look different in different contexts. It's makes it complex as you can't
just say 'it looks like this'! Could you kindly explain your acronyms? #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Someone I know in real life @charfrenchOT oh hello 1 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@charfrenchOT @Murphlemurph for sure- I used to build invisible walls with people after my childhood emotional trauma. I know I missed out of teen romance because I
didn't want to get emotionally hurt from rejections. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Adnan_786T @OT_rach @Hudds_Uni_OT Congratulations #otalk https://t.co/D8iuZMSyVb

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph Trauma is an experience that affects the brain, body, and mind. It can result in disassociation amongst other symptoms. Projection is also very common
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and thus when working with patients, it's important to be aware of this. #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@OTalk_ You do indeed!! 2  a 3D human! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Q.2 How confident do you feel in your understanding of the principles of trauma informed care, and how did you/ might you develop your knowledge? #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Absolutely makes it really difficult without considering the impact for an individual person. PACE stands for Playfulness, acceptance, curiosity and
empathy. https://t.co/Bnk1lekR1C #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ making reasonable adjustments to avoid retraumatising individuals through the care system. I work with people who experience complex trauma, an eg. Could
be supporting discharge with a transition plan to support feelings of rejection or abandonment. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@charfrenchOT @Murphlemurph and with arts and crafts... due to constantly receiving D's and F's from my HK art teachers in primary school, I still am not enthusiastic
when I know I have to do arts and crafts. #otalk

Lou Gallie *  @LifeBoatGeek
@OTalk_ @OT_rach I'll be here, lurking 3 !  #otalk

Adnan @Adnan_786T
@OTalk_ @OT_rach @Hudds_Uni_OT THANK YOUUUU 2 #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Hi @EmmaLairdOT you need to use the hashtag #otalk not the Twitter handle, .

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Abi21643842: @OTalk_ making reasonable adjustments to avoid retraumatising individuals through the care system. I work with people who…

Adnan @Adnan_786T
@CeeCeeOT @OTalk_ @OT_rach @Hudds_Uni_OT Thank you so much :) #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph Being empathetic and using active listening skills are probably 2 keys for me. #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@BareeraOT Indeed. Disassociation is thought to be much more common in women as their trauma is often rooted in interpersonal relationships which they may not be
able to readily physically remove themselves from. Trauma responses have been found to be 'gendered' to some extent #Otalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph DDP = Dyadic Developmental Practice is a practice used with parents, familes often experiencing challenges relating to attachment and developmental
trauma. Of course, not one size fits all but very useful website and approach to thinking about the impact upon participation #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @Smalls_OT The principles are consistent but they have to be applied to a specific context, so it will look different in…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@BillWongOT @Murphlemurph Those walls can grow so high and can a long time to create a window or door of trust following trauma4  ❤  #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph I and my team had introductory training before we launched last September. It was very useful but I feel there's always more to learn. I'd be interested in
reading articles or clinical papers on the topic #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Alannah_OT: @Murphlemurph 2. I guess my approach to trauma informed care is responding to traumatic experiences compassionately and em…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Smalls_OT @OT_rach Very much so #otalk there’s lots of new faces!!!! Exciting!!! https://t.co/QoRV7pI0Fg

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
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@jaynethill Its good to be honest. I feel it's important to establish as t concerns me that this is common in our profession & I feel we should talk about this and consider
how to respond. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph I witnessed a fatal accident and suffered from ptsd (undiagnosed) from ages 14-18 with night terrors, panic attacks, anxiety, depression, the works. I feel
it has given me a unique ability to empathise with my patients and offer strategies I know worked for me #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@OTalk_ @OT_rach Sorry, just arrived 5 #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@charfrenchOT Chat after #otalk I know none of the TEWV Gossip

#OTalk @OTalk_
@LifeBoatGeek @OT_rach Hi 1  #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@charfrenchOT @Murphlemurph Many of my former classmates have told me that it was night and day since they met me on day 1 12 years ago. #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Murphlemurph Other than reading around the topic, I haven’t done any formal training but I have realised that I have just instinctively been implementing the principles
of TIC such as providing a safe space, building a relationship, validating the child experiences, etc. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@charfrenchOT @Murphlemurph and for those people who have met me at RCOT before, I think most have seen the finished product of my transformation... lol! 

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph Accepting whatever that person’s truth is. We might feel we/others have had “worse” experiences but it’s not about how ~someone~ copes. It’s about
how that person copes #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Murphlemurph Other than reading around the topic, I haven’t done any formal training but I have realised that I have…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph I witnessed a fatal accident and suffered from ptsd (undiagnosed) from ages 14-18 with night terrors, panic a…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph I feel as OTs we get to know the person as a whole and what has created their evolving occupational identity. It is following this collaborative formulation
that I hope my practice is trauma informed, to grade and select activities and create supportive environments. #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SusanGriffiths5 I feel there is alot of natural cross over with an OT approach #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @BareeraOT Indeed. Disassociation is thought to be much more common in women as their trauma is often rooted in interper…

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph My confidence has varied based on environments I've worked in as it takes such a shift in culture. I think when I have worked within CAMHS it's been a
shared and common language, but this hasn't always been the same or shared. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph I feel as OTs we get to know the person as a whole and what has created their evolving occupational identit…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph Accepting whatever that person’s truth is. We might feel we/others have had “worse” experiences but it’s not…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph My confidence has varied based on environments I've worked in as it takes such a shift in culture. I think wh…

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph Sorry forgot my hashtag #OTalk am I even involved with #OTalj if I don’t forget to hashtag at least once 6

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
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RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph Accepting whatever that person’s truth is. We might feel we/others have had “worse” experiences but it’s not…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@TokunboTweetz @OT_rach Always welcome #otalk https://t.co/tpcBDFxEn6

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ @EmmaLairdOT The Knoledge and Understanding Framework is great training to get on to explore further #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@Murphlemurph I've done a bit of personal research and related what I found to my own experiences in MH care. I'm always eager to learn more but haven't had the
chance. Definitely has a relevance in elderly care (my current rotation) but doesn't seem a priority in this setting #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @Abi21643842: @OTalk_ @EmmaLairdOT The Knoledge and Understanding Framework is great training to get on to explore further #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Some great answers here. It may be worth adding in that we are not necessarily aiming to 'treat' trauma, but aiming to reduce barriers for those with trauma in accessing
our services. #Otalk

god @SegunGTP
RT @OTalk_: Hello everyone so pleased your could join us tonight, this is @OT_rach on the account tonight give us a wave, shout, or whatev…

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@Murphlemurph *A priority for training offered and approaches used regularly. It should definitely be a priority. #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph Agreed. And the way we see developmental trauma present in our area is a lot like ADHD, so the interventions can be transferable
#OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph I'm also not sure that the term trauma informed has been standardised, I think it might mean different things for different people and cultures. It's quite a
'buzz word' these days. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@charfrenchOT @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph Absolutely agree. Part of the reason I was drawn to OT was the idea of being able to help people in the ways they
needed !  #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
FYI- This is AOTA's Societal Statement on Stress, Trauma, and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. https://t.co/5kwA1wtCz7 #otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@OTalk_ Oh yes )  let’s chat! #OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph seen the impact of trauma created by MH Acute inpt care as it ignores the need for sense of belonging,connection , productive use of time , feel secure,
promote / facilitate grounding techniques -when the amygdala /hippocampus fires no ability to sooth in that environment #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Laura_Does I feel quite strongly that it should be a core part of OT training as it is pervasive whichever service area we go into. So here I am banging on about it
again!! 7  #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph Agreed - a bit like “person centred” which is the aim but it can become a self-congratulatory term #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph @Laura_Does and I also think that we can trial and err with our classmates. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Mrsbaistow: @Murphlemurph seen the impact of trauma created by MH Acute inpt care as it ignores the need for sense of belonging,connect…

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph My knowledge of Trauma came from a desire to understand why I have certain behaviours and thoughts. I'm particularly interested in ACE and thus I've
read around the topic quite widely. Extra studies around psychology have also been beneficial. #OTalk
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Alannah Marie /  She/her @Alannah_OT
@Murphlemurph I feel confident but also know that I will always be learning and educating myself to ensure the best care for people. And gaining knowledge from people
with lived experience and what they find harmful and helpful is extremely valuable #Otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
2) I have been reading “the Power Threat Meaning Framework” book which asks “what happened to you?” And asks what the meaning of this was and how the trauma
response has developed. #otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph That’s a really good point, we are looking at how occupational participation can be achieved, with insight and consideration of past experiences! 

Abi @Abi21643842
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ @Murphlemurph Sensory assessment is helpful to support engagement. Ayres Sensory Integration and neuroscience can help our
understanding #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@RebeccaCus Very good point. Definitions of trauma have shifted over the years to recognise experiences of trauma are subjective, and will vary depending on various
environmental and emotional factors #Otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
And this is a CAOT webinar from 2016 on trauma informed care. https://t.co/N0cmEbOLb5 #otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph That’s a really good point, we are looking at how occupational participation can be achieved, with insight…

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@Murphlemurph I agree, and while my course did touch on it in one of our 2nd year case studies (female veteran w mh difficulties adjusting to civilian life), most of the
trauma informed approach knowledge I have is from research in my own time #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @RebeccaCus Very good point. Definitions of trauma have shifted over the years to recognise experiences of trauma are su…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph That’s a really good point, we are looking at how occupational participation can be achieved, with insight…

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph I think it's easier to some extent with young people and children to be playful. I would like to hope my values as an OT (& person) I try and be accepting
and show empathy to anyone, regardless of if there is a history of trauma or not. #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph Now I’m wagging my finger #OTalk - 3

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph This knowledge alongside OT principles is what makes our profession unique. We use a holistic approach, attentive listening, empathy to build a
therapeutic relationship with our clients. This serves as a foundation for specific interventions that can empower an individual #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@charfrenchOT Oh I hash tagged and my OTalk fell off! #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph I have some knowledge of childhood ACEs & could offer a hypothesis on how such experiences impact my kids & adapt my approach. However, dont
know that Id ever reach full confidence given that experiences of trauma are so subjective, So the principles are still developing? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
And speaking of trauma, I hope participants are aware of #stoptheshock hashtag and what has been shared. I am surprised it didn't generate as much reactions as DEI
or BLM within OT as expected. #otalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Barriers I have faced is pressure on the 'system' to do intervention and discharge, often forgetting about the time and understanding of developing a
relationship #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph This knowledge alongside OT principles is what makes our profession unique. We use a holistic approach, attent…

#OTalk @OTalk_
That’s the 30 min warning - how did the time go so fast #otalk https://t.co/MfTqBQ7aYb
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Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @BillWongOT: And speaking of trauma, I hope participants are aware of #stoptheshock hashtag and what has been shared. I am surprised it…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph I think it's easier to some extent with young people and children to be playful. I would like to hope my value…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Laura_Does: @Murphlemurph I agree, and while my course did touch on it in one of our 2nd year case studies (female veteran w mh difficu…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph My ward is working to become more sensory friendly: dimmable lights, trying to get vibrating alarms instead of noise alarms, sensory/calm spaces, and
we provide a range of services from AHPs hoping to make the ward a better experience #otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph Working in a specialist unit in the prison it feels like an peaceful place juxtaposed with the harshness of prison. The physical and interpersonal
environment supports recovery. The retraumatisation of awaiting sentencing or release into the community is difficult. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph My ward is working to become more sensory friendly: dimmable lights, trying to get vibrating alarms instead o…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph Working in a specialist unit in the prison it feels like an peaceful place juxtaposed with the harshness of…

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph My research started to explore from a occupational performance perspective a model / framework. Wish to continue one day building
#OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph I saw some tweets some time ago about a project by Health Education England on trauma informed care but not seen anything for a
while #OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph It presents as high states of anxiety / bodies , thinking in state of over or under whelm - dissociative states , self harm , exhaustion , challenges with
attention , concentration , loss of hope as unable to see a life free from the daily problems /barriers #OTalk

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph In the placements I've worked at, the emphasis on TIC has varied. For some, it wasn't seen as important and others placed a large emphasis on this.
The main barriers: staff are unaware of the effects of Trauma in individuals, lack of resources and time. #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Here are some further reading from KUF that I found helpful  https://t.co/aEVWsRRZwO https://t.co/gKBCWxg6MR https://t.co/xIGz1IDZ4r
https://t.co/uGZV8A5NC3 #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph In @tewv Eating Disorders exampled of trauma informed care is applied from the very start by all professional disciplines. It's applied during initial
assessments in to the service following referral #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
Gonna have to check out for a few minutes for some #selfcare #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT @TokunboTweetz That sounds very interesting #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph In the placements I've worked at, the emphasis on TIC has varied. For some, it wasn't seen as important and ot…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Mrsbaistow: @Murphlemurph It presents as high states of anxiety / bodies , thinking in state of over or under whelm - dissociative stat…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Abi21643842 @OTalk_ @Murphlemurph Agreed! How we experience the world around us, interpret and produce actions can be significantly effected by trauma.
Sensory informed occupational therapy is a great tool! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Abi21643842 @OTalk_ @Murphlemurph Agreed! How we experience the world around us, interpret and produce actions can be si…

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
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@Murphlemurph Would love to hear more about other people's experiences, particularly working with adults or outside of mental health services #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
question 3 #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Murphlemurph @charfrenchOT this made me laugh so much I forgot what I was doing #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph @TEWV I think following this that the lack of therapeutic relationship and trust at the point of service entry can really be a barrier as it is usually
discussed on some of the initial appointments #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
And this is a worthy TEDx talk to watch. It's on how childhood trauma affects health across a lifetime. https://t.co/zhZUq71Iin #otalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@molllyOT @Murphlemurph @TEWV Sounds interesting Molly, how does this influence / look in practice? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @Murphlemurph @TEWV I think following this that the lack of therapeutic relationship and trust at the point of service entry…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph There has been strengths-based approach training but not widespread TIC training yet. Main barriers for my team: demands for quick assessments
from other agencies due to legal/policy time pressures #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Oooooh, I haven't heard anyone say that their workplace applies trauma informed principles in how they are looked after in their workplace as yet? This is one of the
foundational principles that often gets overlooked! Vicarious trauma & burnout is common #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph There is a strong sense of trauma awareness in my setting. However, contextual and environmental factors create barriers in ensuring we are using
informed approaches. E.g no sound proofing in our rooms and constant loud bangs throughout sessions. Sig trigger for my kids 8 #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @Murphlemurph: Oooooh, I haven't heard anyone say that their workplace applies trauma informed principles in how they are looked after i…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: Oooooh, I haven't heard anyone say that their workplace applies trauma informed principles in how they are looked after i…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph There has been strengths-based approach training but not widespread TIC training yet. Main barriers for my team…

#OTalk @OTalk_
question 2 #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Murphlemurph As I work with autistic children and I am SI trained I am able to apply TIC in my sessions without any barriers. However due to lack of training, as a
service TCI is not applied. We need more awareness of what trauma is and how it presents in people #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph There is a strong sense of trauma awareness in my setting. However, contextual and environmental factors c…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Q4. What specific skills/approaches/interventions do you feel we can bring as Occupational therapists to a trauma informed approach? #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
This is important. Having an understanding of trauma and using trauma informed approaches as a practice educator. Lots of students will have experienced trauma and
as most OTs take on students, we should all have a good level of understanding !  #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz Its so funny, I know some of you so well, I know who written the tweet before I can see who it is :D #OTalk
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OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph Lack of understanding, experience and confidence. I know some of the team I work with would avoid trauma focused discussions due to self discomfort.
Acknowledging and working towards trauma informed care is so important in ED services as it is a huge part of recovery. #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph Such an important consideration, how can we support feeling safe and secure with people being able to hear our conversations.
#OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph It felt like the sexy term of the season, but I hope it isn’t dropped as it’s so essential that we implement into our everyday practice.
However, I also think we naturally implement into practice without being told how 9 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
And this is another worthy TEDx talk to watch. It is on the effect of trauma on the brain and how it affects behaviors. https://t.co/UMBMA8wQzo #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @Murphlemurph Lack of understanding, experience and confidence. I know some of the team I work with would avoid trauma focuse…

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph I feel like I'm continually learning and reflecting. Been doing the beaconhouse training recently which id recommend but made me think about
occupational role being significant in regulation & thinking about the environment #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Policy around engagement and discharge, I think we accidently reinforce past traumas by not providing compassion and making adjustments Boundaries are
important but cannot be used as a reason to end care #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph Also many times, my service users aren’t always ready to engage with us, but other agencies (non healthcare) don’t seem to get that we can’t hurry
them up to be assessed or that goal setting and interventions can take time #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Abi21643842: @OTalk_ Policy around engagement and discharge, I think we accidently reinforce past traumas by not providing compassion a…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kalessandram: @Murphlemurph I feel like I'm continually learning and reflecting. Been doing the beaconhouse training recently which id…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph Also many times, my service users aren’t always ready to engage with us, but other agencies (non healthcare) do…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph I agree! We consider the whole person, we look at them holistically beyond the presenting issue #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Risk focused work, we try to promote self help but I think that clients are sometimes left to reach a crisis. We need early intervention and preventative care also
#Otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT Interestingly some service users are concerned the term is being so 'overused' it dilutes its meaning. There is a danger in it being a
buzzword which is why we have to ensure its grounded in our practice #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Woops, #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph A well-being draw of goodies, monthly reflective sessions with our Trauma lead and regular supervision and staff away days really helps to cope with the
traumatic situations we see every day. #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@Murphlemurph An understanding that some activities that we think of as 'every day' can recreate traumas and cause serious distress. For example showering or
bathing. Not assuming. Being open to how people avoid/adjust certain occupations because of trauma #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph @TEWV Our patients are offered a questionnaire to complete prior to initial referral to the service (not OT referral at this point) and also it
is approached during face to face assessments too. There is a good understanding that not all individual disclose info at this point #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@CeeCeeOT Sometime I want to double like! #OTalk
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Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@Murphlemurph #OTalk Professional and personally I value the importance of active listening. Everyone has their own story to tell and being heard is a really powerful
tool to acceptance. Trauma never goes away - it’s about managing ones own needs.

Abi @Abi21643842
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ I think that our service policy fails to support the approach and all too often it is left to motivated compassionate clinicians #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @Murphlemurph #OTalk Professional and personally I value the importance of active listening. Everyone has their own story…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph Interventions to redefine identity and purpose through doing, with adaptive strategies and coproduction are key. Compassion and listening go a long
way too. #Otalk

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph We are using a trauma informed approach but i think its a worm in progress to get everyone on the same page together to ensure this is a whole way of
working #otalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph Sensory based and grounding techniques that enable our clients to engage with further support/ intervention or their chosen occupations/ activities. I
also think we have a role in educating the system on approaches to offer a sense of containment and safety #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph Ha :) I’m trying not to soapbox/rant today #OTalk

Thomas Hartigan @thomashartigan
RT @BillWongOT: And this is a worthy TEDx talk to watch. It's on how childhood trauma affects health across a lifetime. https://t.co/zhZUq7…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EmmaLairdOT @Murphlemurph second on active listening... if we don't acknowledge our patients' struggles, how are they going to buy into potential treatment plans?
#otalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT I follow @dr_treisman and it’s amazing to see some of her recommendations and services who understand it’s not as
easy as doing a few things to be ‘trauma-informed’ #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Laura_Does: @Murphlemurph An understanding that some activities that we think of as 'every day' can recreate traumas and cause serious…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph A well-being draw of goodies, monthly reflective sessions with our Trauma lead and regular supervision and…

Naomi Waters :  @_i_sparkle_
RT @BillWongOT: And speaking of trauma, I hope participants are aware of #stoptheshock hashtag and what has been shared. I am surprised it…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT Interestingly some service users are concerned the term is being so 'overused' it dilutes its me…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph Probs because I’m always harping on about it ; .  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph Sensory based and grounding techniques that enable our clients to engage with further support/ interventio…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT I follow @dr_treisman and it’s amazing to see some of her recommendations and service…

Abi @Abi21643842
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ Regular supervision and reflection as an MDT is key to ensuring we are trauma informed #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph Yes!!!! Sometimes we have to focus on relationships and safety before we can even begin to do any of goal setting or intervention and
this will take as long as is needed until the person feels safe and able to talk about their needs #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
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@BillWongOT @Murphlemurph It’s not even about buying in sometimes …. For some people it can be just as simple as building relationships, connection and meaning
in life. #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @dr_treisman She’s such a good tweep to follow! #OTalk

Alannah Marie /  She/her @Alannah_OT
@Murphlemurph Barriers are often due to a lack of knowledge of trauma-informed care or not knowing how to implement it systemically, which often manifests as
pressure on discharges and making therapeutic relationships and meaningful interventions difficult to form. #Otalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @dr_treisman Never heard the term tweep, but love how it sounds ❤  #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph We have weekly reflective practice for the ward staff, monthly peer supervision for the OTs, and as often as required 1:1 supervision. In the OT team we
encourage well-being walks which I’ve found really good for resetting after difficult experiences. #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT I think the nature of it is it cant be standardised but there are fairly consistent principles which provide clear guidance. I think what people call 'trauma
informed care' is not necessarily anywhere close to adhering to them however! hence the term becoming diffused #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph We have weekly reflective practice for the ward staff, monthly peer supervision for the OTs, and as often as…

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph Compassion, empathy, effective listening, person centred care, intervention grading and adaptation, environmental and sensory considerations,
occupational identity and exploration of how trauma specifically effects participation in ADLs #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Alannah_OT: @Murphlemurph Barriers are often due to a lack of knowledge of trauma-informed care or not knowing how to implement it syst…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@CeeCeeOT @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph Yes! Sometimes just being in their space and facilitating opportunities and support can be an essential and powerful
intervention. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph Yes!!!! Sometimes we have to focus on relationships and safety before we can even begin to do…

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Fanatically going through my phone to find my other themes <  #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph Yes! We have a weekly wellbeing meeting and reflective practice every 3 weeks or so. We also encourage debriefing after particularly stressful events.
#OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph Open, direct and honest dialogue to contribute towards a better therapeutic relationship too #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT @TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT @dr_treisman Yes. She has created one of the clearest and most comprehensive models #Otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @Laura_Does: @Murphlemurph An understanding that some activities that we think of as 'every day' can recreate traumas and cause serious…

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph Finished the beaconhouse training today & it made me reflect a lot about primary & secondary trauma in the staff teams i work with. Blocked care was
addressed in training in terms of parents (was focussed on children) but thinking about adults supported by staff teams #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph =  Do it! Do it! Do it! Do it! 3 - ##OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Q5. For staff to truly listen, bear witness to, and remain present to another’s trauma, it is important that we are adequately supported. What support systems do you feel
we need as OT’s to practice trauma informed care. #OTalk
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Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph 2. I have lots to learn but certainly know more now than I did 4 yrs ago. Determining what constitutes trauma is the part I find very difficult - the Neuro ,
biological , psychological part i get the relationship of each but helping a person understand /learn to reprogramm #OTalk

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph Use occupation to build trust between the client and occupational therapist. This worked wonders on my last placement because everyone engages in
occupations. Give time to your time and be genuine in your interaction with them - demonstrate care and concern. #OTalk

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph Use occupation to build trust between the client and occupational therapist. This worked really well on my last placement because everyone engages in
occupations. Give time to your client and be genuine in your interaction with them - demonstrate care and concern. #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Smalls_OT @CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @dr_treisman Oooh what’s a tweep! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT I'm double liking the encouragement for a soapbox rant! #Otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Murphlemurph Recognising how environment and person are interrelated & how trauma may still be going on due to the environment. Assessment of environment and
identifying what changes and accommodations need to be in place to make person feel safe. Sensory based & regulation strategies. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Mrsbaistow: @Murphlemurph 2. I have lots to learn but certainly know more now than I did 4 yrs ago. Determining what constitutes trauma…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph Use occupation to build trust between the client and occupational therapist. This worked really well on my las…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph Treating people as individuals, truly personalised care. Getting to know them, building rapport and getting people “back to themselves” by supporting to
take part in occupations that they have identified #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@Murphlemurph Regular and effective supervision #OTalk

Dr Karen Treisman, MBE @dr_treisman
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @CeeCeeOT I follow @dr_treisman and it’s amazing to see some of her recommendations and service…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph We are an incredibly holistic, person centred profession which is so valuable. In addition our active listening skills and grading approaches allow
patients to explore their needs safely #otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@charfrenchOT @Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @dr_treisman Tweep = person on twitter. Can you tell I’ve been on here too long? LOL #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Interesting, I think lots of the EB refer to trauma informed principles, but I don’t feel like I really got to the bottom of what they mean. There were few that
really defined this and broke this down for others to understand. What have others found to be consistent? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Only 15 mins left!! #otalk https://t.co/kimHfIWqPz

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4 #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 5 #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph A5. Team meetings to discuss patient care- share what have been working, and what approaches to avoid with each patient. #otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph LOL! Maybe after #OTalk, I was quite annoyed today by having various people demand ADL assessments but not understanding it’s
not a quick thing
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph Interesting, I think lots of the EB refer to trauma informed principles, but I don’t feel like I really got t…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph We are an incredibly holistic, person centred profession which is so valuable. In addition our active listeni…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz Good trouble :) #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph A network of other OTs that are experienced in implementing and developing the principles- with a focus on occupation. And such OTs
evidencing/demonstrating their work for us to learn from #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph Collaborative multidisciplinary working with the patient as the lead voice in their therapy or service provision. Clear documentation/sharing for
awareness and planning. #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@BillWongOT @Murphlemurph Agree! Team working is so important! #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph Interestingly, @WrongKindOfMad had a Dialectical Behavioural Therapy specialist state that OTs often make the best DBT therapists. Perhaps because
we already adjust skills/strategies to suit the person & consider wider causes & triggers? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph A network of other OTs that are experienced in implementing and developing the principles- with a focus on…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@CeeCeeOT @Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @dr_treisman Oooh like a Twitter peep? Oh gosh I’m not cool enough haha! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph Collaborative multidisciplinary working with the patient as the lead voice in their therapy or service prov…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@molllyOT #otalk https://t.co/9spDzGvW6t

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@Murphlemurph Anything that supports team morale and fostering good relationships between staff because if you don't feel comfortable discussing topics that can be
distressing with each other because the support isn't there, supervision/learning from each other doesn't happen #OTalk

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Supervison, both group and one to one. I’ve really valued a shared space to reflect on positives and challenges #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@charfrenchOT @Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz @dr_treisman I highly doubt that :) #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Murphlemurph Reflective groups, regular supervision, access to self soothing/self care strategies #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Murphlemurph Reflective groups, regular supervision, access to self soothing/self care strategies #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph Supervison, both group and one to one. I’ve really valued a shared space to reflect on positives and challenge…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Smalls_OT @Murphlemurph and if you are exposed to such settings as student, make sure asking questions when appropriate and hopefully also receiving timely
feedback. #otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@OTalk_ @molllyOT I need this in my life! There needs to be an #Otalk comic book!

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
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RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph Use occupation to build trust between the client and occupational therapist. This worked really well on my las…

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph Are we not helping a person have the skills & abilities to flourish in life ? Trauma may be weaved in to who they are , what the do and in their strengths
/barriers so it has to be part of the occupational lens we use in interventions we use ? I am confused $  #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @Murphlemurph: Q5. For staff to truly listen, bear witness to, and remain present to another’s trauma, it is important that we are adequ…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Mrsbaistow: @Murphlemurph Are we not helping a person have the skills & abilities to flourish in life ? Trauma may be weaved in to w…

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Supervision and training. Our own resilience and coping strategies for managing our emotions. There is a rusk of vicarious trauma #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph Appropriate training which is kept up-to-date. Online resources for CPD. Regular and comprehensive supervision to ensure well-being. Raising
awareness for approaching trauma. When and how to withdraw for mental health without impacting the rapport #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Mentorship support from team leaderships and team meetings; team leads facilitating work environment of psychological safety for team members
#OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ They are so cool! I wonder what poses and backgrounds mine would have... #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ @molllyOT Not a department I can contribute. But, perhaps other artists amongst #otalk regulars?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @ABraunizer: @Murphlemurph Mentorship support from team leaderships and team meetings; team leads facilitating work environment of psych…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph Appropriate training which is kept up-to-date. Online resources for CPD. Regular and comprehensive supervis…

Bareera @BareeraOT
@Murphlemurph MDT meetings are a great way to gain insight into trauma from the lens of other professionals. In-service training or one day intensive about trauma,
delivered by a profesional are also useful. #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph #otalk i think as OTs we focus on the person and identity well and use activity to enable this, builing sucess. we have key roles in regulation &
supporting the individual to find ways to meaningfully build in their day going forward. considering & adapting the environment.

Laura D - OT @Smalls_OT
@Murphlemurph Thanks for defining, are these used across the world or in western world? #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Sensory profiles, diets and zones of regulation sensory strategies #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Last 8 mins! #otalk https://t.co/N5QhtIhneY

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@Murphlemurph Space to reflect, training, a service with TIC embedded into its culture. Also leadership leading by example when discussing cases in supervision.
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph MDT meetings are a great way to gain insight into trauma from the lens of other professionals. In-service trai…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@molllyOT @OTalk_ Definitely fashionable and snazzy for you @molllyOT ! #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
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@Murphlemurph Also being offered a reflective space to acknowledge our own experiences of trauma and/or the impact of working with others experiences. So important
that we look after ourselves/ each other first #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph A network of other OTs that are experienced in implementing and developing the principles- with a focus on…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph Also being offered a reflective space to acknowledge our own experiences of trauma and/or the impact of wo…

Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @YSJOTSOC: Have you heard of #OTalk ? It’s a weekly discussion here on Twitter, exploring different topics/ questions each session. Join…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Saw this tweet yesterday on cultivating psychological safety in the workplace https://t.co/HgTZKsHPDQ #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Mrsbaistow Its not really about developing skills and abilities so much as an approach to someone humanness and an attempt to create and environment in which we
don't re-traumtise #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @ABraunizer: @Murphlemurph Saw this tweet yesterday on cultivating psychological safety in the workplace https://t.co/HgTZKsHPDQ #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ Oh thanks - & plenty of snackage! #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph Work in progress not worm! #otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @ABraunizer: @Murphlemurph Saw this tweet yesterday on cultivating psychological safety in the workplace https://t.co/HgTZKsHPDQ #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@molllyOT @OTalk_ Of course! >  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
https://t.co/Bk5hP7wsWI and here's a service user talking about her experiences with trauma informed care. #otalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@BareeraOT @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph I think we need to have the confidence to advocate our clinical perspective in MDT meetings! Otherwise there is a
tendency to lean towards the medical model. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @Mrsbaistow Its not really about developing skills and abilities so much as an approach to someone humanness and an attem…

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @ABraunizer: @Murphlemurph Saw this tweet yesterday on cultivating psychological safety in the workplace https://t.co/HgTZKsHPDQ #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @BillWongOT: https://t.co/Bk5hP7wsWI and here's a service user talking about her experiences with trauma informed care. #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Thankyou so much to everyone who contributed to such a rich discussion. I consistently had 20+ tweets pop up so couldn't possibly read or respond to all. I will be
reading until midnight. It really shows the interest, enthusiasm, need for more discussion in this area #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @BareeraOT @Murphlemurph and for those of us who have students for placements in such settings, make sure to set that bar high so that students can
learn from positive and strong examples! #otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @BareeraOT @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph I think we need to have the confidence to advocate our clinical perspective in MDT mee…

#OTalk @OTalk_
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@molllyOT @charfrenchOT You can find out look up bitmoji app #otalk https://t.co/98F4XguWOo

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Some people may have gone away with more questions than answers but I hope this stimulates further exploration in this area. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
#otalk Don’t mean to hijack, but want to know: Has anyone experienced colleagues who meet trauma-informed responses with disdain? (“it’s just behavioural” for
example) What is your response to this to educate and improve?

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@RebeccaCus @BareeraOT @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph Absolutely this! Things can quickly become punitive and retraumatising for service users #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph One thing I learn when I am facilitating on my computer- have one tab on the live feed and one tab on notifications. #otalk

Bareera @BareeraOT
@RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph I concur! As a student, I never let MDT meetings phase me from speaking from an OT perspective. The team always
appreciated my contributions because it gave them a new perspective to consider. Confidence is key! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz Are you volunteering for more homework? #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
I think this is a great question #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@BillWongOT @BareeraOT @Murphlemurph Absolutely. Just today had an in-depth discussion with a student about the impact of trauma on the patient and how we
might move forward mindfully. Pointed her in the direction of some important literature. #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph You've all said what i was going to say. Agree good & effective supervision, space to reflect and learn together and psychological safety to do this 

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph 5. Great peer support team, services, trust regions /national , the ability for teams etc meeting open how we can share,learn , support or debrief, I
manage a MH helpline & the stories trauma can do harm,critical for our well-being & next person we support to heal /repair #OTalk

Bethany Simm @BethanyS_OT
@OTalk_ #OTalk Q1 - my training & knowledge around trauma & its impacts is rooted in DA. I've had amazing training around the impacts of trauma on cognitive &
psychological wellbeing as well as the physiological manifestations. So far, though, my experience work-wise has only been in DA.

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@Murphlemurph Thank you. I have gone away thinking I need to read/ learn more but that’s ok ✅  #OTalk (and finally remembered the hashtag . @

#OTalk @OTalk_
Who has already renewed their @TheHCPC membership? thinking about Audit?here are some useful things to help with that #OTalk https://t.co/Jads4g8I98

#OTalk @OTalk_
Remember use our reflection logs to note down what you have learnt tonight, that's what @TheHCPC are looking for if you get audited #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk 17th August 2021 – CPD in Covid times https://t.co/OIBV7xiuSK

#OTalk @OTalk_
So that's it for tonight can we please thank @Murphlemurph for hosting tonight, you did a fab job, #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Remember the transcript from tonight will be posted on the blog in the next few days, you an down load it and use it for evidence in engaging in CPD #OTalk
the best? https://t.co/SBQ0RpE82K

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@DoverPsych This is a well established OT forum that we are currently in :) Occurs 8pm every Tuesday and I happen to be hosting today :) Sounds interesting though
#OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BethanyS_OT: @OTalk_ #OTalk Q1 - my training & knowledge around trauma & its impacts is rooted in DA. I've had amazing training around…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@RebeccaCus Yeah when I was NQ I’ve had the impression that some have thought I’m a soft touch because I want to listen to the person’s story - back then I felt my
work showed the value of TIC. I mention trauma more explicitly now when advocating for clients #OTalk

Deborah Harrison * !  @DebbiiHarrison
@Murphlemurph Thank you Deborah for a really useful #OTalk; loads of good stuff to reflect on !  https://t.co/C8uhjViMFw

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph 5. I use favourite music A  dancing , I have a heap from a distressing call playlist - I encourage my team to do the same #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Mrsbaistow: @Murphlemurph 5. I use favourite music A  dancing , I have a heap from a distressing call playlist - I encourage my team to…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@RebeccaCus Yes! I start off with asking them what their understanding of behaviour is in general and this lead on to a discussion on what driving those behaviours.
Sometimes people don’t want to listen or may be defensive as they don’t want to consider that they may have got it wrong #OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph 5. We have a wobble room and table tennis , also encourage 10 min chair yoga for staff #OTalk

Bethany Simm @BethanyS_OT
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ #OTalk Q2 - I feel somewhat confident but I know there is so much more for me to learn. I feel like the best ways to learn are interacting with
patients & service users to understand their personal experiences & "symptoms," learning about trauma based care models etc.

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@BareeraOT @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph I totally agree, confidence really is key! A level of assertiveness is needed at times to advocate for clients
and working in a trauma informed way #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Hello everyone so pleased your could join us tonight, this is @OT_rach on the account tonight give us a wave, shout, or whatev…

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @Murphlemurph: Q5. For staff to truly listen, bear witness to, and remain present to another’s trauma, it is important that we are adequ…

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @Murphlemurph: Q.2 How confident do you feel in your understanding of the principles of trauma informed care, and how did you/ might you…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT They arose in the states. Kares work is v.broad internationally so Id suspect they are universally applied worldwide. Trauma is after all trauma and
definitions are broad enough to acknowledge cross cultural experiences. #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@Murphlemurph #otalk i do think we need to be advocating for how our OT skills enable a trauma informed approach, it can be seen as a psychological approach but an
occupational approach is also needed and is an important part of a trauma informed MDT

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph There has been strengths-based approach training but not widespread TIC training yet. Main barriers for my team…

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph Also many times, my service users aren’t always ready to engage with us, but other agencies (non healthcare) do…

Bareera @BareeraOT
I thoroughly enjoyed today's #OTalk. Thank you to @Murphlemurph for facilitating such an informative discussion.

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@OTalk_ @molllyOT I’m in business! #OTalk https://t.co/EAdtvvfzsV

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
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RT @Murphlemurph: @Laura_Does I feel quite strongly that it should be a core part of OT training as it is pervasive whichever service area…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT Alot of the learning in research come form worldwide disasters. Felicity Zueletas work is especially interesting here if interested #OTalk

Bethany Simm @BethanyS_OT
@Murphlemurph #OTalk Q3 - in my last workplace, we had monthly clinical supervision to support with the vicarious trauma we experienced working with traumatised
women. I think that was so important - how could they receive the support they needed without us being in the correct frame of mind?

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph I am open and honest about my own trauma experiences (with anyone who will listen! I think it’s a lot like therapy sometimes) I like to think this
demonstrates to my colleagues that /anyone/ can have trauma and we need to respect everyone as if they have trauma. #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph You get an A* for your last assignment haha! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Tights me @OT_rach signing off but will stick around on my own account fab chat everyone. #OTalk https://t.co/adWQIUBN3e

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Who has already renewed their @TheHCPC membership? thinking about Audit?here are some useful things to help with that #OTalk…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Remember use our reflection logs to note down what you have learnt tonight, that's what @TheHCPC are looking for if you get au…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 17th August 2021 – CPD in Covid times https://t.co/OIBV7xiuSK

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@BareeraOT Thanks for your insightful contributions. I think this one really needs to be an ongoing conversation #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@charfrenchOT @molllyOT #otalk https://t.co/QpSgny4jUR

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @Murphlemurph Thank you! Great topic and questions :) #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Tights me @OT_rach signing off but will stick around on my own account fab chat everyone. #OTalk https://t.co/adWQIUBN3e

Bethany Simm @BethanyS_OT
@Murphlemurph #OTalk Q3 - we were trained to risk assess & support survivors of DA in a way that reduced the risk of retraumatisation through questions that we might
have asked, trained to recognise when someone was triggered/reacting to triggers/having flashbacks. It was invaluable.

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@BethanyS_OT Absolutely! You cannot pour from an empty cup #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Who has already renewed their @TheHCPC membership? thinking about Audit?here are some useful things to help with that #OTalk…

Ms Rachel Booth !  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Tights me @OT_rach signing off but will stick around on my own account fab chat everyone. #OTalk https://t.co/adWQIUBN3e

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: So that's it for tonight can we please thank @Murphlemurph for hosting tonight, you did a fab job, #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Remember the transcript from tonight will be posted on the blog in the next few days, you an down load it and use it for evide…
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OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 17th August 2021 – CPD in Covid times https://t.co/OIBV7xiuSK

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@BareeraOT @RebeccaCus @BillWongOT @Murphlemurph Been there! Most definitely #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @RebeccaCus: #otalk Don’t mean to hijack, but want to know: Has anyone experienced colleagues who meet trauma-informed responses with di…

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk https://t.co/w9Uhuu5TR8

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SusanGriffiths5 Colleague: “they are placing themself on the floor” Me: “why are they placing themself on the floor?” Colleague: “well, it’s when their painkillers are due”
Me: “could we perhaps preempt the behaviour and provide painkillers when they’re due, not after the fall?” #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @RebeccaCus Yes! I start off with asking them what their understanding of behaviour is in general and this lead on to…

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @CeeCeeOT: @RebeccaCus Yeah when I was NQ I’ve had the impression that some have thought I’m a soft touch because I want to listen to th…

Ms Rachel Booth !  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @Murphlemurph: Thankyou so much to everyone who contributed to such a rich discussion. I consistently had 20+ tweets pop up so couldn't…

Ms Rachel Booth !  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Remember the transcript from tonight will be posted on the blog in the next few days, you an down load it and use it for evide…

Ms Rachel Booth !  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: So that's it for tonight can we please thank @Murphlemurph for hosting tonight, you did a fab job, #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth !  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Remember use our reflection logs to note down what you have learnt tonight, that's what @TheHCPC are looking for if you get au…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@kalessandram Absolutely. It is 1st and foremost a human approach and as relevant to the cleaner as to the OT and the psychologist, but I feel we have an important
role in stabilising & grounding trauma & we don't make enough of this. Many are not ready for talking approaches #OTalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @BethanyS_OT: @Murphlemurph #OTalk Q3 - in my last workplace, we had monthly clinical supervision to support with the vicarious trauma w…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ This is an amazing group of participants who I believe might chat until midnight!! - #Otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@BethanyS_OT @Murphlemurph This sounds so helpful #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
would have helped with if I added link https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@Murphlemurph The best kind of #OTalk 7

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
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RT @OTalk_: would have helped with if I added link https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@RebeccaCus D it really not that hard to understand E  #OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@Murphlemurph Absolutely create space and opportunities to not re traumatised by having knowledge or what would or could. Skills /abilities poor choice of description
from me but I say that based on everything I do is related to human ‘ needs ‘ doings #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ Thanks! Blushes....could you hashtag that- #Otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ Hahahaha the time I miss it off and it’s a compliment..For you I will rewrite it with a hashtag! #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ Amazing discussion @Murphlemurph knowledgeable and passionate as always! #Otalk 2

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@RebeccaCus Yes thats very familiar, its a struggle not to react and go back to understanding and relating and applying the same principles of being trauma informed to
them. Its a long game #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Mrsbaistow Ahh. Its not poor. It can just be difficult to communicate nuances on twitter eh?! I wish there were the space for givng more clarity, but it's a taster :) 

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph #OTalk nurturing and helping reframe idenity through occupations in collaboration and with validation at individuals pace... holding hope that trauma
does not have to fully define a person in negative construct (chipping in backwards tonight)

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Smalls_OT @OTalk_ Thanks for all of your contributions and knowledge :) #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@kalessandram Good point. The immediate reaction would cause defensiveness and shut down learning I think. Important to stop, think, formulate a response, and
educate! #OTalk

Bethany Simm @BethanyS_OT
@Murphlemurph #OTalk not at all! It definitely taught me the importance of looking after my own mental health to be able to maintain the level of support I gave.
Workplaces do need to recognise that their staff have their own triggers too - I think it's easily overlooked.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@molllyOT I think we have a new model in the making! #OTalk

Bareera @BareeraOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph Use occupation to build trust between the client and occupational therapist. This worked really well on my las…

Bareera @BareeraOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph Trauma is an experience that affects the brain, body, and mind. It can result in disassociation amongst other…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ Thank you so much #OTalk dipped in and out but fab topics. Highly recommended - well done!

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@charfrenchOT Ahhh lovely. Good to hear co-production mentioned #Otalk

Jane Fitzgerald Academical @JFitzAcademical
RT @YSJOTSOC: Have you heard of #OTalk ? It’s a weekly discussion here on Twitter, exploring different topics/ questions each session. Join…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph #OTalk authentic check ins with yourself, knowing when overwhelmed from work compassion, using trusted safe colleagues, debriefs additional to spv if
needed and staff support services if needed...
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#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @OTalk_: And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @OTalk_: Remember the transcript from tonight will be posted on the blog in the next few days, you an down load it and use it for evide…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph I feel feel it is the bread and butter of occupational therapy. “Do with”rather than “do to” or “do for” a much richer experience #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@RebeccaCus You can only gently educate. Defences against acknowledging another suffering are common and are often because the person has shut down from it as
a defence. You can only try to offer other perspective. Having stats/ examples up your sleeve can also be helpful #OTalk

Bethany Simm @BethanyS_OT
@CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph #OTalk Q5 - exactly what Carolyn said!

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @Murphlemurph: Q4. What specific skills/approaches/interventions do you feel we can bring as Occupational therapists to a trauma informe…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @molllyOT: @Murphlemurph Compassion, empathy, effective listening, person centred care, intervention grading and adaptation, environmen…

K-OT (she, her) *  @kalessandram
@RebeccaCus Definitely, im aware it pushes my buttons when everything dismissed as "just behaviour " or its "just them" been trying to focus on understanding, moving
alongside to promote a more trauma informed viewpoint #otalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph Double feel there..- -  #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph Accepting whatever that person’s truth is. We might feel we/others have had “worse” experiences but it’s not…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Murphlemurph Other than reading around the topic, I haven’t done any formal training but I have realised that I have…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @Murphlemurph: Q.2 How confident do you feel in your understanding of the principles of trauma informed care, and how did you/ might you…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph #OTalk mahoosive topic with not enough tweet characters. How a person physiologically and emotionally responds to a situation or event that continues
to impact on occupations and function. Interestingly subjective at times too both in trauma perception and impact

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@RebeccaCus We are also confronted with our own role in cultures/organisations that have caused harm to others. WE can only try and expand our compassion as hard
as it can be! #Otalk

Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
@BethanyS_OT @Murphlemurph Thanks Bethany! #OTalk ☺

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph Care is understanding the persons lived experience and "why" without judgements #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ Wooo woooo! #OTalk https://t.co/6iHQwizplR

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
RT @Murphlemurph: @RebeccaCus We are also confronted with our own role in cultures/organisations that have caused harm to others. WE can…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph I want to learn more #otalk ...picked up a few princies along my career that I think should really apply to anyone we work with (pts and staff). We all
experiences varying levels of trauma. Interested to see how compares with personalised care info/act therapy etc
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Carolyn OT "  @CeeCeeOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @RebeccaCus We are also confronted with our own role in cultures/organisations that have caused harm to others. WE can…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph #OTalk on a personal level I have found some medical situations pretty traumatic as a pt and staff... i joke about it but there is some truth behind it (and i
sought help)

LittenKitten #ShutDownTheJRC #StopTheShock @Ninten_Akira
RT @BillWongOT: And speaking of trauma, I hope participants are aware of #stoptheshock hashtag and what has been shared. I am surprised it…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph #OTalk see this in primary care role as being the starting point for some to have permission to access. Validation, support and empowerment to open up
decisions without shame

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@Murphlemurph #Otalk i think and hope am doing some of it in Primary Care role as I can give time many services cannot. I am inspired to think on this more 0

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
I think it’s important for me to share my experience of trauma following tonight’s #OTalk Between ages 10-15, my Nanny was diagnosed with dementia, then passed
away, I witnessed a fatal accident where my mum performed CPR, and my Grandma died of cancer. 1/

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
#otalk G H I J K L M N O  =trauma to me 3  ...varying degrees (lighthearted compared to some others life journey but a little in there with all of them)

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@RebeccaCus Thank you for sharing. Make sure you are kind to yourself after tonight #OTalk especially if it has triggered you to relive your experiences of trauma.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Even twitter has noticed how lively the #OTalk was tonight! 7  https://t.co/FIOOVax3ij

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @Murphlemurph #OTalk my understanding is that trauma is an result of physical or emotional harm which an individual has exper…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph My understanding: historic or recent event(s) that have a negative impact on the person's well-being. This can…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BareeraOT: @Murphlemurph Trauma is an experience that affects the brain, body, and mind. It can result in disassociation amongst other…

Ms Rachel Booth !  @OT_rach
Thankful it all calmed down when dad left & I had a quiet peaceful hour on my own, before a zoom meeting to plan for a very exciting event next week! Then I was down
for support on tonight’s #OTalk, first time in a long time! So many new faces! Let’s just say! 6/6 https://t.co/FTwP3acCAH

Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
RT @OTalk_: And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Trauma is removing a bowl from a shelf without a sound to be avoid retaliation. Trauma is watching people you love violently hurt each other and going
numb, feeling like you have no voice then, later, being the "peacemaker". Trauma is war. Trauma is a car crash. 1/n #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Trauma is sudden, big and short. Trauma is "small" and ongoing. Trauma is unexpected. Trauma is microaggressions & violence in "community".
Trauma is feeling your voice is not heard by the people "here to help". Trauma is lack of choice, autonomy, freedom & belonging. 2/n #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Trauma is expected. Trauma is shocking. Trauma is not shocking. Trauma has many shapes & forms w/ universal distress. 3/n #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Trauma is choosing not to eat because it feels safer than making an accidental creak on the stairs to get to the kitchen. Trauma is lack of access to
appropriate resources and supports during a health crisis. 3/n #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Responses to trauma show up as "perfection" to avoid risk of disastrous consequences, silence/numbing, volatile emotions, fidgetting, difficulties
focusing, fear, crying, avoidance, cowering, hypervigilance, hearing aggressors' voice in head when do "wrong" ... 5/n #OTalk
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Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph ... difficulties seeing what's right in front of eyes, difficulties grocery shopping & being in crowds, difficulties recognizing & connecting w/values, difficulty
returning to activities, places, people, sensory experiences, thoughts, feelings that relate to trauma... 6/n #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph ... difficulties driving (i.e. if trauma event MVI), difficulties remembering, difficulties processing information, difficulties discerning between critical
feedback and violent conflict, shutting down, shutting out, nightmares, difficulties sleeping, ++ 7/7 #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Systemic trauma is when policies and actions, incl. microaggressions, within a society or institution/org are designed to oppress and dehumanize people
and make people feel unwelcome, unsafe, uneasy, disconnected/alone, and/or afraid for their lives and/or livelihoods. #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph More on ++ - people can engage in increased substance use, self-harm, sexual risk-taking, gambling/financial risk-taking, gaming/scrolling,
disrupted/changed eating patterns, habits & routines, withdraw, "sloppy work", difficulty communicating #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph Space to reflect, training, a service with TIC embedded into its culture. Also leadership leading by example wh…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph Also being offered a reflective space to acknowledge our own experiences of trauma and/or the impact of wo…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @Murphlemurph: @kalessandram Absolutely. It is 1st and foremost a human approach and as relevant to the cleaner as to the OT and the ps…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @molllyOT: @Murphlemurph Compassion, empathy, effective listening, person centred care, intervention grading and adaptation, environmen…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph And the one I meant to put first as response - difficulties attending meetings with health professionals, being in clinical spaces or in offices (incl. With
professionals outside "health and wellbeing" professionals), doing paperwork/forms, and difficulty leaving home. ++ #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Coaching in exploring & connecting w/occupational identity, exploring values, choosing occupations that relate to values & developing action plans,
(graded) occupational experiments/give-it-a-gos, graded exposure, context-specific occupations 4 stress processing or mgmt #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Coaching in exploring personal meanings of occupations and how relate to wellbeing - & exploring occupations that offer similar soughtafter
experiences, teamwork, lens on impact on participation (primary & secondary impacts), compassion, creativity, & connecting as humans #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @Murphlemurph: Oooooh, I haven't heard anyone say that their workplace applies trauma informed principles in how they are looked after i…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Yes! This is 1 of my missions in my new role as a CTL. We have regular 1:1 & team-based support with peer-debriefing, 'ask me anything' office hours &
starting up team rounds for sharing challenges, strategies & support (our team is all OTs + Rehab assistants + admin) #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@CeeCeeOT @Murphlemurph Ooh this has given me an idea for team (weekly wellbeing initiative) - thanks for sharing! #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph Accepting whatever that person’s truth is. We might feel we/others have had “worse” experiences but it’s not…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph Fairly confident although always learning. Attended workshops, conferences, courses, and summits. Learn from people I work with too and our
interactions, and reflective practice. #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
@Murphlemurph And listening, listening, listening, and using silence/space in conversations as a tool, and collective occupations/doing alongside as a space to be in
listening/sharing (and can shift to doing together as grade or right away depending on person and where they're at) #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Keirwales Oh I thought you might be lurking! Amazingly lively! Even with my obsessive nature I know I can’t possibly read it all. Lovely to see the popularity. I think it
evidences the need for an event. Might have something up my sleeve! 3 ,  #OTalk

Bournemouth Uni OT @Bournemouth_OT
RT @BillWongOT: And this is another worthy TEDx talk to watch. It is on the effect of trauma on the brain and how it affects behaviors. htt…
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SueH.(OccupationalTherapistP ret'd-ish)Q ! * R  @therapy2optimum
@Murphlemurph @Laura_Does #OTalk as student I suffered from depression, flunking exams & a year. Cumulative of leaving home, naivety, family illness (mum diagn
with RA), plus failing 2/3 A levels (already had an offer b4 this #AncientOT). College supported on-going distance learning, worked as OTaide.

SueH.(OccupationalTherapistP ret'd-ish)Q ! * R  @therapy2optimum
@Murphlemurph @Laura_Does Placement in acute MHealth nearly destroyed me, but I 'passed', no idea how. Set me up as PhysDis OT for life! #OTalk.

Occupational Therapy Doctoral Network (UK) @DoctoralOTUK
RT @OTalk_: And next week we are giving you more CPD tips #OTalk

Moira Peña @MoiraPenaOT
RT @Murphlemurph: Q4. What specific skills/approaches/interventions do you feel we can bring as Occupational therapists to a trauma informe…

Olight @OlightWorld
Time for #OTalk.S  Which is the most important factor in buying #olight products? RT for "Max lumens output". Fave for "Max beam distance". Comment below for other
factors. https://t.co/AxDxILMsmJ

Berryman Creations @23creations
@OlightWorld I typically purchase whatever is new but I prefer more of a throw so max beam distance. But I buy to use everyday or carry everyday. #Otalk #olight

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
Shame we missed the trauma informed #Otalk yesterday! Reading through tweets and recommend others to do the same.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@ForensicOT_ELFT Aw, I'm sorry you missed it. It was very lively!! I feel more discussions are needed in this area #Otalk

Sophie Davey @_soph0912
RT @SusanGriffiths5: Following on from the #OTalk I hosted on OT and Ableism I have written an article which has been published in the @ot_…

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
RT @molllyOT: @Murphlemurph Compassion, empathy, effective listening, person centred care, intervention grading and adaptation, environmen…

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
RT @RebeccaCus: @Murphlemurph Interestingly, @WrongKindOfMad had a Dialectical Behavioural Therapy specialist state that OTs often make the…

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph Interventions to redefine identity and purpose through doing, with adaptive strategies and coproduction are…

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Murphlemurph Treating people as individuals, truly personalised care. Getting to know them, building rapport and getting peo…

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@Murphlemurph T  should do another one soon. Perhaps we can host another #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Dr Gemma Wells @GemmaOTPhD
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Professional Adviser Sally @RCOT_Sally
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U  https://t.co…

Occupational Therapy Doctoral Network (UK) @DoctoralOTUK
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U
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Lelanie Q  @LelanieBrewer
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U  https://t.co…

Jo Watson @JoWatson22
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

OT_Expert✨ C  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Kelly L @KellyLeighton9
RT @Smalls_OT: @Murphlemurph Absolutely makes it really difficult without considering the impact for an individual person. PACE stands for…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Gail Still @Gail_DPT
We're hiring! Our Secure Services inpatient service @DPT_NHS in #Dawlish is seeking an #OccupationalTherapy Manager. You'll be joining a friendly & dedicated 
team & you'll be making a difference from the moment you start. https://t.co/UOQ16WrgAn #OTalk #mentalhealth #job https://t.co/uyKTGJsOAx

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
Who is joining us for Tuesdays #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55? 8pm UK time to talk all things CPD during CV19 & @The_HCPC audit.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Join us on Tuesday for an #OTalk on CPD during CV19 & @The_HCPC audit with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55. 8pm UK time, see you there.

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @Kirstie_OT: Who is joining us for Tuesdays #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55? 8pm UK time to talk all things CPD during CV19 &…

Keir Harding @Keirwales
RT @Kirstie_OT: Who is joining us for Tuesdays #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55? 8pm UK time to talk all things CPD during CV19 &…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Kirstie_OT: Who is joining us for Tuesdays #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55? 8pm UK time to talk all things CPD during CV19 &…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @Kirstie_OT: Who is joining us for Tuesdays #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55? 8pm UK time to talk all things CPD during CV19 &…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life *  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Kirstie_OT: Who is joining us for Tuesdays #OTalk with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55? 8pm UK time to talk all things CPD during CV19 &…

Andrea Langley @512LangleyQI
RT @Gail_DPT: We're hiring! Our Secure Services inpatient service @DPT_NHS in #Dawlish is seeking an #OccupationalTherapy Manager. You'll b…

Stripy Lightbulb CIC @StripyLightCIC
We wrote an article for @ot_magazine last year about M.E/C.F.S. We offered a discount code to subscribers of £20 off the cost of any of our courses. That discount still
stands. Just saying...... Find the article - find the discount code V  #OT #OTalk https://t.co/NCHVVCjXcs

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: Join us on Tuesday for an #OTalk on CPD during CV19 & @The_HCPC audit with @NikkiDanielsOT & @annekeen55. 8pm UK time, see you…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U
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Free Analytics and Transcripts for #OTalk

200,000 Tweets
Symplur has over 200,000 #OTalk tweets going back to September 2011.
Get unrestricted access to all conversations with Symplur Signals.

Dr Stephanie Tempest @SetG75
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

Emma Wooller @WoollerEmma
RT @StripyLightCIC: We wrote an article for @ot_magazine last year about M.E/C.F.S. We offered a discount code to subscribers of £20 off t…

Tina #beenvaccinated Campbell W * X  she/her @TCDaymer
RT @Gail_DPT: We're hiring! Our Secure Services inpatient service @DPT_NHS in #Dawlish is seeking an #OccupationalTherapy Manager. You'll b…

%&'()*+,-.%&'()*+,-. @croakthedj
RT @OlightWorld: Time for #OTalk.S  Which is the most important factor in buying #olight products? RT for "Max lumens output". Fave for "Ma…

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Join myself and @annekeen55 next Tuesday evening for #otalk CPD in Covid times. Full details in the blog U

H2U-Health @H2uHealth
Discover how to manage your high blood pressure without medication Y  with this tips U U  https://t.co/1Xl2uizwR4 #MedEd #MMSM #bcsm #LCSM #HAChat
#capchat #HITsm #OTalk #TweetRN #HCLDR #gyncsm #PhysioTalk #hpmi䄬 #NephJC #RadAIchat #SufuMedEd #HIMSS21 https://t.co/WiQxFhcECQ

MedEdBot @MedEdBot
RT @H2uHealth: Discover how to manage your high blood pressure without medication Y  with this tips U U  https://t.co/1Xl2uizwR4 #MedEd #MMSM…

Keith Stockerl-Goldstein, MD "  @CyclingDoctor
RT @H2uHealth: Discover how to manage your high blood pressure without medication Y  with this tips U U  https://t.co/1Xl2uizwR4 #MedEd #MMSM…

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph I feel as OTs we get to know the person as a whole and what has created their evolving occupational identit…
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